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you can learn while you watch this series. as you work your way through the cases,
youll get more and more opportunities to practice your french. youll also get some
subtitles in english, to help you follow the action. this political drama series set in

washington d.c. is best suited for thoselooking to develop french skills for the political
or business arenas. this series can get complicated in plot and in language used,
especially amid power struggles and moral conflicts, so you may find yourself re-

watching scenes tocatch french subtitles you missed the first timebut the dramatic
plot makes it worth it! i just watched the french version of amelie. i'm surprised at
how good the translation is. i thought it was just ok, but it was very good. i would

recommend it to anyone who enjoys french movies and is looking for a good one. the
film director: roberto clemente, france. 2017. 85 min. spanish. geographical scope:
latin america. the children of the lonely, eternally demanding she-wolf, mono, are

kidnapped by the mexican drug lord, el azul, who is determined to own their affection
and ruin the peace between the two countries. the movie french, spanish, english,
latin. director: roberto clemente. cast: anthony ramos, naomi watts, christina vidal,
juan carlos garcia, pablo espinosa, vicky hays, aida tarrats, katia douvalos, renata

blas. the film director: pedro almodovar, france. 2017. 94 min. spanish. geographical
scope: europe. a family, broken by the divorce of the mother, attempts to bury the

past and begin again. but things are not going as smoothly as they should, and
relationships are threatened. the movie french, spanish, english. director: pedro
almodovar. cast: penelope cruz, antonio banderas, adriana ugarte, natalia reyes,

francisco rabal, fernando rey, nuria torrens, ana kokkinos.
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i too recently used vlc to play a
vhs i wanted to watch. i liked it
better than youtube because of
it’s zoom feature and it had a

cleaner look, a lot of the time. i
tried getting vlc for os x, but that
failed. i love this little preview.you
are amazing.you are so awesome.i

was looking for some movies
without subtitles(english ofc) and i
found you.thank you for creating
this website.i hope you make it
like this forever.there will be no
better webpage than this one

ever. i love this little preview.you
are amazing.you are so awesome.i

was looking for some movies
without subtitles(english ofc) and i
found you.thank you for creating
this website.i hope you make it
like this forever. in this movie,
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people speak very quickly, and
their accents can be hard to hear.

i noticed that watching the
subtitles was crucial for me to
understand what they were

saying. as i mentioned, i have
zero french skills, and it was
helpful to be able to try to

translate what they were saying.
when i turned on the subtitles, it
was a bit easier to follow what

they were saying, even though i
couldnt understand all of it. this

movie uses a lot of colloquial
language. for example, the female

lead does things like talk about
how many times she’s been laid
and say things like ‘goddamn it’.

this is simply a way for the
characters to speak casually. if
you dont watch this movie with
subtitles, you’ll need to learn
colloquialisms for each region
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youre from. it will be very difficult
for you to understand if you dont
learn this language. there is a lot
of text in this movie, and it is very
difficult to understand without a
good grasp of french. when you

watch with subtitles, it is easy for
you to read the subtitles when
they appear. you can read the

subtitles and immediately follow
the story, which makes you better
prepared to understand the actual
language of the story. some of the
vocabulary the character uses is

also very specific to paris and
france. theres a lot of slang they

use, and listening to the character
talking will help you understand
more of what they are saying.
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